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-The shadow-hiding models for the opposition effect (Hapke 1966, Lumme and BoweU 1981) and

negative polarization (Wolff 1975) of atmosphereless solar system bodies do not explain some exper-

imental findings, such as the enhancing opposition effect and negative polarization with decreasing

particle size down to wavelength scales. Figure 1 shows the enhancement for laboratory pho-

tometric and polarimetric data on artificial glass samples with different particle size (Shkuratov

1985, Shkuratov and Akimov 1987). These results are in agreement with the so--called coherent

backscattering or interference mechanism proposed for the interpretation of the opposition effect

and negative polarization by Shkuratov (1985) and Muinonen (1989).

We have developed two different approaches for describing the opposition effect and negative po-

larization produced by the shadow-interference mechanism. One is based on exact electromagnetic

solutions for simple scattering systems that include dipole-dipole and dipole--surface coupling;

surface-surface coupling was studied in the geometric optics approximation (Muinonen 1989 and

1990ab, Muinonen et al. 1990, Muinonen and Lumme 1991). The other is based on a point-scatterer

approximation characterized by model photometric and polarimetric phase functions, and the mu-

tual shadowing effect is derived using virtual volumes associated with the point-scatterers (Shku-

ratov 1988 and 1991, Shkuratov et al. 1989). Both approaches yield qualitatively similar results,

although neither is entirely satisfactory. We regard them as prototypes for a future unified model

of shadowing and coherent backscattering. The sharp opposition effect of 44 Nysa and the asteroid

albedo-polarization rule are here explained using the point-scatterer approach. _-__y:]Oil }
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Fig. 1. Inversion phase angle aino and

minimum Pmi,_ of linear polarization

for artificial glass powders versus the

opposition effect curvature B=10ax

[A(1 °.5)I- A(12 ?5)- 2A(7°)]15 ?5, where
A is the bidirectional reflectance. Par-

ticle size is shown in microns for each

data point.
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OPPOSITION EFFECT OF 44 NYSA

Including the mutual shadowing and coherent backscattering effects but presently excluding rough

surface shadowing, we describe the bidirectional reflectance by
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C08 & COS

A(_,,, _) = 4 cost + cos, [xC_)T0,,,_) + D0,,,_)M(,,,,_)], (1)
where w is the average single particle albedo, _ and ¢ are the angles of incidence and emergence,

and a is the phase angle. Also, X is the average single particle phase function, and T, D, and M

are the mutual shadowing, coherent backscattering, and multiple scattering functions, respectively.

Assuming an isotropic single-particle phase function, we obtain (Shkuratov et al. 1991)

(cos_+ cos,)"+1 (-
T(_,e,a) = _2,_i_I_=0(cos _+cos,+mqsina), q- i-_

n_O

I 'l1+M(_,,, _) = 1+ 9.cos_le2--z-_-_/ 2cos,1¢Y:----_-_/- 1 (2)

D(_,e,a) = 1+ _/ , L=--_--(I+w) 3(1 m)'1 + L2[sin2_+ sin2,+ 2(costcos ,- cosa)]

where ( is the volume density of the scattering medium and L is the average size of a 'flare spot'

caused by multiple scattering within the surface. :_ and r are the wavelength and the average particle

radius. The present scattering model gives an enhancement of the opposition effect with increasing

albedo due tothe multiple scattering termD(e,e,a)M(L,e_h).LIn ' _l-gure 2, t!fi/sis illustrated for
model parameters _ = 0.5, r/_ = 1, w = 0.5 (curve 1) and w = 0.85 (curve 2), assuming that _ = 0°

and • = a. Also, a slight_ wavelength dependence _ is p red!cted for the oppo_iti0n e_ffect i n the c_e
of spectrally neutral particulate media, illustrated by the ratio A(a; r/_ = 1.2)/A(a; r/_ = 0.8)

(curve 3).

Besides theoretical results, Figure 2 shows the observations by Harris et al. (1989) for the bright

E-class asteroi-d 44 Nysa with geometric albedo about

are disk-integrated, whereas the theoretical scattering law is for a local surface element.

we treat 44 Nysa as if it were a planar disk, the normal of which points in the direction of the

Sun. For small phase angles and for the present demonstration purposes, this simple assumption

is justified. The observations are explained by the coherent backscattering mechanism without

introducing unrealistically small volume densities.

Fig. 2. Opposition effect dependence

on single particle albedo (curves 1, 2),

and on wavelength (curve 3). Observa-

tions by Harris et al. (1989) for 44 Nysa

are explained by the coherent backscat-

tering mechanism.
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ALBEDO-POLARIZATION LAW

An approximate expression for the degree of linear polarization has been obtained by assuming an

isotropic scattering phase function and a modified Raylelgh polarization G sin2a/(1 + cos2a) (scale

factor 0<G<I) for single particles (Shkuratov 1991, Shkuratov and Melkumova 1991),

"-- ......... , 0= 3Aln(1-_)" (3)
P(a) (i+ 21Vri-Z--_-m) 2 sin2a + _2sin2a_fl + _2sin2aln(1 _ _)

We willnow study the correlationof asteroidgeometric albedos and polarizationcurves. The

geometricalbedosof dark asteroids,derivedfrom thermal radiometry and polarimetry,differfrom

each other,as has been long known (Morrison 1977, ZeUner et al.1977). This differenceoccurs

at low albedos in the dependence logp + klogh = b, where p is the geometric albedo, h is the

polarizationslope,and k and b are constants.No convincingexplanationhas been offeredforthis.

Figure 3 shows our model dependencieslogA(a = 5°)+ k logh = b for the parameters r/_ = 0.5,

= 0.4,and G = 0.2 (curve 1),G = 0.9 (curve2). Thus, our albedo isthe reflectanceat the

5° phase angle,and thisdefinitionis used for both experimental and theoreticalresults.The

filledcirclespresentterrestrialsamples (ZeUner et al.1977),and crossesare experimentaldata for

mixtures ofmagnesium oxide and soot (Shkuratov and Akimov 1987).Laboratory measurements

formixtures of water-colorpigments are alsoshown (dashed line).

Shkuratov (1980) attempted to interpretthe experimentallyverifiedsaturation;using the present

models thisinterpretationcan be significantlyimproved. The theoreticalcurves consistof three

major parts. The firsthigh-albedo part,i.e.albedos largerthan 10%, is approximately linear,

undoubtedly accordingto the so-caihd Umov law. The second part,in the albedo range of2-7%,

resultsfrom a small contributionof multiplescattering.In the thirdpart,foraibedos smallerthan

2%, the polarizationslopeflattensagain:thisderivesfrom the decreasingamount of second-order

scattering causing the negative polarization.

Fig. 3. Experimental and theoretical

relationsbetween albedoA(a = 5°)and

polarizationslopeh.
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CONCLUSION

Three particularresultsforasteroidscan be stated:
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• The observed oppositioneffectand negativepolarizationrequirethe existenceof micron-scale

finestructurein regolithparticles.Although such small-scalestructurehas been widely assumed

in the past,itisnot predictedby previoustheoreticalmodels.
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* A sharp and narrow opposition effect (the opposition spike) has recently been observed for some

bright asteroids. In contrast, weak or non-existent opposition effects are exhibited by some dark

asteroids. Such observations are explained by the coherent backscattering mechanism.

. The difference in radiometric and polarimetric albedos of dark asteroids is caused by the non-

linearity of the relationship between geometric albedo and polarization slope.
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